REPORT OF THE PREP CLASS
July to September 2010
Location: Gali No 3
Govindpuri
New Delhi 110019

Costs
Rent:
Staff honoraria:
Vinita and Seema

Activities
July
This month we have shifted class and the new place is much bigger then the previous one
so we have taken more children and extended the prep to a full day class.

Volunteer

In the morning we make the children do reading of story books while they are waiting for
the other kids after that we follow the time table and do writing work in the morning.
We take tests 2 times a month to check on their level and we also do drawing 2 times a
month so that the kids can develop their imagination. In the afternoon, the children rest for
an hour and after that they do oral work and we focus more on the weaker kids. We have
started 2 new games so that they do not get bored and also have started computer
education.

Rent:

August
This month the children have done educational games to improve their oral skills. In Hindi
we took dictation of the alphabets and 5 children were weak but the others were good so
we helped them in improving it.

Vinita and Seema

Rent:

We evaluate all the kids to check where were the weaknesses. In drawing we did a new
activity where we cut out the shape of the child hand and made them colour and paint in it.
From the magazine, we made the children do pasting activity of their favourite colour or
shape.
We told the children about 15th August and got them to make decorations for the
classroom. Then we did the same for raksha bandhan and told them about the festival too.
September
This month in oral we did assessments of the children where we found out the weaknesses
of the kids.

Elise

Staff honorarium:
Vinita:
Seema
Note

We took a meeting with the parents and told them about diseases like dengue and malaria
and how they could prevent their children from getting it.
This month we focused more on oral and made them do drawing in a group so that they are
used to get a classroom environment. In the afternoon after the rest we make them do
written work.
All cheque numbers will be sent at a later date

